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Abstract

Traditional applications of natural language
processing (NLP) in healthcare have predom-
inantly focused on patient-centered services,
enhancing patient interactions and care deliv-
ery, such as through medical dialogue systems.
However, the potential of NLP to benefit in-
experienced doctors, particularly in areas such
as communicative medical coaching, remains
largely unexplored. We introduce “ChatCoach,”
a human-AI cooperative framework designed
to assist medical learners in practicing their
communication skills during patient consulta-
tions. ChatCoach 1 differentiates itself from
conventional dialogue systems by offering a
simulated environment where medical learn-
ers can practice dialogues with a patient agent,
while a coach agent provides immediate, struc-
tured feedback. This is facilitated by our pro-
posed Generalized Chain-of-Thought (GCoT)
approach, which fosters the generation of struc-
tured feedback and enhances the utilization of
external knowledge sources. Additionally, we
have developed a dataset specifically for evalu-
ating Large Language Models (LLMs) within
the ChatCoach framework on communicative
medical coaching tasks. Our empirical results
validate the effectiveness of ChatCoach.

1 Introduction

The advent of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
has significantly impacted the healthcare domain,
carving pathways for numerous applications that
enhance both patient-centered services and health-
care operations. These applications encompass
medical dialogue systems, automated medical cod-
ing, clinical decision support, and information ex-
traction from electronic health records, among oth-
ers (He et al., 2023). Despite the strides made in
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these areas, there remains largely untapped poten-
tial of NLP in aiding the professional development
of early-stage medical learners and early-career
practitioners. A critical aspect of this professional
development revolves around enhancing communi-
cation skills, especially in the context of medical
consultations.

A wealth of research highlights the critical im-
portance of effective communication in medical
practice. Choudhary and Gupta (2015) found a
strong consensus among medical students on the
need to refine communication skills for better med-
ical practice, with a significant proportion show-
ing marked improvements after training. Various
other studies (Choudhary and Gupta, 2015; Chi
and Wylie, 2014; Ruiz et al., 2006; Sargeant et al.,
2010) have consistently shown that proficient com-
munication skills are key to increasing patient satis-
faction, enhancing diagnostic precision, and foster-
ing stronger doctor-patient relationships. Despite
this acknowledgment, the area of communicative
medical coaching, particularly through leveraging
advanced Language Language Models (LLMs), re-
mains relatively unexplored.

Addressing this gap, we introduce ChatCoach, a
novel human-AI cooperative framework devised to
enhance communicative proficiency among med-
ical learners. Unlike traditional dialogue systems
focused on patient engagement, ChatCoach tran-
sitions the focus towards the professional devel-
opment of medical practitioners. This approach
fosters a dynamic environment where learners can
engage in realistic dialogues, receive immediate
feedback, and refine their understanding of medical
terminologies. ChatCoach provides a simulated, re-
alistic environment for medical learners to practice
their communication skills during patient consul-
tations. The architecture of ChatCoach (shown in
Fig. 1(a)) includes a patient agent simulating real-
world doctor-patient interactions and a coach agent
providing real-time feedback on learners’ termino-
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logical usage.
A major challenge in this direction is the absence

of publicly available data for communicative medi-
cal coaching, largely due to the sensitive nature of
healthcare information and the substantial costs of
data collection and annotation. To overcome this
challenge, we devised a multi-agent data generation
framework (shown in Fig. 1(b)) using external re-
sources to produce training data for fine-tuning an
open-source LLM. This framework employs LLM-
based agents, including patient, coach, and doctor
agents, which interact by querying and retrieving
information from two sources: a medical dialogue
database and a medical knowledge database. Ad-
ditionally, we compiled a human-annotated testing
dataset to assess LLMs’ capabilities in communica-
tive medical coaching.

Our contributions are threefold:

• We pioneer the utilization of LLMs for com-
municative coaching in healthcare, forging a
novel intersection among education, health-
care, and AI.

• We introduce the first benchmark dataset and
evaluation metrics for communicative medical
coaching, enabling the assessment of LLMs
coaching efficacy in a simulated practice envi-
ronment.

• We present a new prompting strategy, dubbed
as Generalized Chain-of-Thought (GCoT),
devised to improve the generation of struc-
tured feedback and the incorporation of ex-
ternal knowledge, without the need for manu-
ally constructing reasoning steps. Our GCoT
method demonstrates superior performance
over various existing Chain-of-Thought tech-
niques across tasks within our dataset.

2 Related Work

2.1 Medical NLP Applications with LLM
The field of healthcare has seen notable changes in
recent years, driven in part by advances in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) technologies. Initially,
research efforts were concentrated on fundamental
tasks such as Named Entity Recognition (NER)
(Zhang et al., 2021; Nesterov and Umerenkov,
2022), Relation Extraction (RE) (Deng et al., 2020;
Zhao et al., 2022), and Electronic Health Records
(EHR) (Yu et al., 2019). These tasks posed chal-
lenges due to limited data access and the intri-
cate nature of the medical domain. However, with

the emergence of large language models (LLMs),
the focus has shifted towards more practical ap-
plications, including the development of medical
dialogue systems (Dou et al., 2023; Qin et al.,
2023), innovative medical consultation platforms
(Shi et al., 2023), and automated generation of
medical reports (Zhao et al., 2023). Despite the
strides made, the majority of existing models and
tools primarily cater to patient-centered services.
Notably absent are resources tailored for inexperi-
enced medical learners and early-career doctors, a
gap that our research seeks to address. This work
delves into the potential of LLMs in enhancing the
communication skills of medical professionals.

2.2 Medical Education with NLP
Traditional techniques aimed at enhancing commu-
nication skills include computer-assisted language
learning (Levy, 1997), pronunciation training (Li
et al., 2016), and mispronunciation localization
(Wei et al., 2022b). These approaches typically
rely on advanced acoustic models (Mohamed et al.,
2011; Huang et al., 2019, 2020, 2021) to identify
pronunciation errors and generate feedback. How-
ever, these applications are generally designed for
the broader public and may not be ideally suited
for clinical environments.

In a different vein of research, studies such as
(Denny et al., 2003; Da Silva and Dennick, 2010;
Zhang et al., 2012; Chary et al., 2019) have em-
ployed NLP techniques to enhance medical educa-
tion by focusing on content analysis and student
performance evaluation. Unlike these approaches,
the current work introduces real-time coaching in
communication skills specifically tailored for med-
ical consultations. Utilizing Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs), it offers immediate, structured feed-
back, distinguishing itself from the predominantly
static and retrospective analyses found in previous
work.

2.3 Prompting-based Method
Prompting-based methods in Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs) have emerged as a versatile mechanism
to guide models towards task-specific responses.
Among the various strategies, in-context learning
(Brown et al., 2020), where relevant examples are
provided to tailor the model’s behavior, and instruc-
tion prompting (Wang et al., 2022; Ouyang et al.,
2022), where explicit task instructions are embed-
ded within the prompts, have gained prominence. A
notable advancement in this domain is the Chain-of-
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Figure 1: (a) General framework of communicative medical coaching. (b) Multi-agent data generation framework
using external resources.

Thought (CoT) paradigm (Wei et al., 2022a), which
introduced a chain of reasoning steps for each ex-
emplar of in-context learning, significantly enhanc-
ing performance on complex reasoning tasks. De-
spite its advancements, CoT’s reliance on human-
crafted reasoning paths limits its applicability in
open-ended settings, such as ours.

Following this, a variety of strategies have been
proposed to improve upon the CoT paradigm. For
instance, the zero-shot CoT (Kojima et al., 2022)
extends the CoT paradigm to handle tasks by sim-
ply adding “think step by step” to the prompt, with-
out requiring any exemplars and reasoning steps.
However, such a method does not adequately in-
tegrate external knowledge or produce structured
feedback that professionals can easily interpret, as
observed in our human evaluation. In contrast,
our GCoT introduces generalizable variables into
the reasoning paths, enabling the generation of
structured feedback and the effective integration
of external knowledge. Additionally, the develop-
ment of Auto-CoT (Zhang et al., 2022; Shum et al.,
2023) aims to lessen the manual burden associated
with formulating reasoning steps. However, this
method’s reliance on generating multiple samples
from LLMs introduces computational inefficien-
cies and falls short in scenarios necessitating im-
mediate feedback, such as our problem settings.
This highlights the pressing need for solutions like
GCoT that cater to real-time application require-
ments while enhancing the integration of external
knowledge sources.

3 Communicative Medical Coaching

3.1 Problem Formulation
Given a medical knowledge database D, which con-
sists of a set of diseases D = {dk | k = 1, . . . ,K},
where each dk includes a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the disease involving symptoms, medica-
tions, and other relevant clinical information. We
define the simulated medical environment as E ,
comprising a collection of scenarios E = {ej |
j = 1, . . . , J}. Each scenario ej = {pj , Dj} cor-
responds to a patient agent, which encapsulates a
patient profile pj and a specific medical context
drawn from a subset of diseases Dj ⊆ D. The goal
is to construct a simulated practice environment
where a human doctor (i.e., a medical learner) can
engage in medical dialogue with a patient agent.
Concurrently, a coach agent delivers real-time feed-
back to the doctor.

3.2 System Overview
Figure 1(a) shows the architecture of the proposed
system. It consists of two primary components: a
patient agent, and a coach agent. The patient agent
and the coach agent are driven by LLMs. The
human doctor interacts with the patient agent in a
simulated medical environment that is specified by
each unique scenario ej .

The patient agent generates responses Rj during
the consultation based on the patient profile pj , the
current input from the doctor Sj , and the preceding
part of the conversation H−

j :

g(Sj , pj ,H−
j ) → Rj , (1)



where H−
j represents the historical dialogue ex-

cluding interactions from the coach agent, ensuring
that the coach agent’s contributions do not affect
the patient agent’s responses.

Simultaneously, the coach agent monitors the
dialogue between the human doctor and the patient
agent, ready to provide feedback. This feedback
mechanism is written as:

f(Sj , ej ,Hj) → Fj , (2)

where f processes the doctor’s dialogue Sj and the
complete history of the conversation Hj (including
the coach agent’s feedback in the previous dialogue
round) within the context of ej to generate feedback
Fj . The purpose of the coach agent’s feedback is
to foster improved communication strategies by the
doctor, such as correcting errors in medical termi-
nology and providing constructive guidance and
encouragement for more effective patient interac-
tions. Both g and f are implemented by prompting
LLMs.

4 Generalized Chain-of-Thought (GCoT)

Communicative medical coaching poses a unique
challenge for Large Language Models (LLMs),
characterized by its open-ended, knowledge-
intensive reasoning demands. The feedback gener-
ated must be real-time and easily understandable by
medical practitioners. Additionally, the reasoning
process requires the utilization of external knowl-
edge databases. Traditional prompting methods,
such as zero-shot CoT often fall short in generating
structured feedback and effectively incorporating
external knowledge (refer to Fig. 3 for an example
of coach feedback generated by prompting-based
approaches). Here, we introduce the Generalized
Chain-of-Thought (GCoT) approach. GCoT im-
proves upon CoT by embedding generalizable vari-
ables within reasoning paths. These variables are
elements shared across various data samples’ rea-
soning steps, facilitating the creation of structured
feedback and seamless external knowledge integra-
tion.

GCoT adopts a two-step process aimed at utiliz-
ing generalizable variables for prompt generation:

1. Inferring Generalizable Variables across
Data Samples: The process begins with ex-
tracting generalizable variables from various
input-output samples. This is accomplished
by prompting an LLM with: “Imagine you

are reasoning step by step from input to out-
put, please infer generalizable variables in the
reasoning steps across the following data sam-
ples.” The input includes the doctor’s state-
ment and medical context from a medical
knowledge database, with the output being
the coach’s feedback. This step is critical for
identifying variables that represent both the
conversation structure and the external knowl-
edge sources, as depicted in Table 1.

2. Prompt Generation Based on Inferred Vari-
ables: After identifying these variables, the
next step involves generating tailored prompts.
The LLM is instructed with: “Generate the
corresponding prompt for GPT-3.5, which
should: (1) follow the Chain-of-Thought pat-
terns; (2) ensure reasoning steps are not spe-
cific to any data; (3) base reasoning steps on
these variables.” This ensures the feedback
(1) adheres to CoT step-by-step reasoning pat-
tern, (2) abstracts reasoning steps for various
data samples, and (3) incorporates the identi-
fied variables. The outcomes of this prompt
generation are documented in Table 2, with
variables indicated in square brackets, for in-
stance, [incorrect symptom].

5 Constructing the ChatCoach Dataset: A
Multi-Agent Approach for Generating
Domain-Specific Conversational Data

The development of novel NLP applications, espe-
cially in specialized fields such as medical coach-
ing, is hindered by the scarcity of domain-specific
conversational datasets. To bridge this gap, we in-
troduce a novel multi-agent data generation frame-
work (illustrated in Fig. 1(b)) leveraging external
resources to synthetically produce training data for
fine-tuning open-source LLMs.

Our framework integrates three types of LLM-
based agents – Patient, Coach, and Doctor – each
designed to simulate real-world roles within medi-
cal dialogues. These agents interact through query-
ing and retrieving information from two primary
sources: a medical dialogue database and a medi-
cal knowledge database. Specifically, the Patient
Agent simulates patient inquiries; the Doctor Agent
generates medical responses, potentially including
common errors; and the Coach Agent offers correc-
tive feedback or encouragement, drawing from the
medical knowledge database.



Generalizable Variables Inferred by GCoT

Generalizable Variables across Examples:
Condition Miscommunication:

• Incorrect disease name or symptom.
• Correct disease name or symptom based on medical context.

Medication Miscommunication:
• Incorrect medication name or treatment suggestion.
• Correct medication name or treatment suggestion based on medical context.

Treatment Miscommunication:
• Incorrect treatment advice.
• Correct treatment advice based on medical context.

Table 1: Generalizable variables inferred by GCoT.

Generalized Chain-of-thought (GCoT)

Instruction: As a linguistic coach for a junior doctor, your task is to evaluate the doctor’s statement:
{doctor’s statement} against the provided medical context: {Medical Context}. Your evaluation
should identify any discrepancies within the doctor’s communication. Where discrepancies arise,
guide the doctor towards more accurate medical terminology and understanding. If the statements
align well with the medical context, provide positive reinforcement and additional advice if necessary.
Thinking steps:
Identify Key Medical Terms:
Extract medical terms from the doctor’s statement, including diseases, symptoms, medications, and
treatments.
Compare with Medical Context:
Check these terms against the medical context for accuracy in:

• Disease/symptom identification.
• Medication/treatment recommendation.

Feedback:
• If Incorrect: Point out the error and provide the correct term from the medical context. Use

simple corrections like “Instead of [incorrect symptom], it should be [correct symptom]”,
“Instead of [incorrect medication name], it should be [correct medication name]” or “Instead of
[incorrect disease name], it should be [correct disease name]”.

• If Correct: Affirm with "Your diagnosis/treatment aligns well with the medical context. Good
job."

Note: <correct symptom>, <correct medication name> and <correct disease name> are extracted
from medical context

Table 2: GCoT prompt for ChatCoach.

More importantly, to rigorlously evaluate the
LLM’s performance in medical coaching, we com-
piled a human-annotated testing dataset based on
the aforementioned data.

Data Generation Conditioned on External Re-
sources Recent studies, such as Jentzsch and
Kersting (2023), have identified limitations in cur-
rent LLMs’ ability to generate diverse and con-
textually rich data samples. Our methodology ad-

dresses these limitations by conditioning the data
generation process on external resources: the Dis-
ease database(Yunxiang et al., 2023), which en-
compasses comprehensive disease-related informa-
tion (e.g., symptoms, diagnostic tests, treatments,
and medications), and the MedDialog database(He
et al., 2020), a corpus of real-world medical con-
sultations. The inclusion of a coaching role, ab-
sent in MedDialog, and the simulation of doctor’s



errors—uncommon in existing dialogues—pose
unique challenges, which our framework over-
comes by initiating data generation with patient
queries from the MedDialog dataset. The Doctor
Agent intentionally incorporates common miscon-
ceptions to simulate early-stage medical training
errors. The Coach Agent then evaluates these re-
sponses against accurate medical statements, cor-
recting terminological inaccuracies and enriching
the dialogue with supportive insights for diagnostic
reasoning.

5.1 Task Descriptions

The ChatCoach Dataset aims to benchmark LLMs’
medical coaching efficacy, facilitating the devel-
opment of communicative medical coaching tools
for early-career doctors. We introduce two key
tasks for assessing the quality of generated coach-
ing feedback:

• Detection of Medical Terminology Misuse:
This task involves identifying incorrect med-
ical terminology in the doctor’s responses,
such as inappropriate disease diagnoses, ir-
relevant symptoms, or incorrect medication
or test usage. Success depends on analyzing
conversational history and applying relevant
medical knowledge.

• Correction of Medical Terminology Mis-
use: Following the Detection Task, this task
focuses on providing corrective advice to ad-
dress any identified terminology misuse. It
similarly requires a deep understanding of
conversational context and medical knowl-
edge.

Evaluating the coach’s feedback for constructive-
ness, knowledgeability, and clarity is also crucial,
although these aspects present quantification and
evaluation challenges. We plan to explore these
dimensions in future work.

Human Annotation For initial annotation, we
engage 2-3 annotators (either medical profession-
als or knowledgeable students) to review doctor
responses within 500 conversations, including pa-
tient, doctor, and coach interactions. Annotations
focus on the detection and correction of medical
terminology misuse, with coach feedback serving
as a reference. To ensure quality, we manually
validate each annotation, utilizing advanced LLMs
like GPT-4 to calculate inter-rater agreement rates.

We pay special attention to conversations with low
agreement, assessing the plausibility, relevance,
and completeness of annotations. Ultimately, from
the initial 500 conversations, we retain 291 based
on rigorous evaluation criteria.

Statistics Number
Total conversation 291
Disease 99
Doctor’s statement 1,315
Patient’s response 1,315
Condition 166
Disease 98
Medication 39
Treatment case 295
Correction case 291
Nonlingual case 1,015

Table 3: Statistics of Testing set.

5.2 Dataset Overview

The ChatCoach dataset comprises 3,500 conversa-
tions with 13,666 utterances, based on real-world
medical consultations from the MedDialog dataset.
The dataset is divided into training (2,509 conver-
sations), validation (700), and testing (291) sets.
While training data may not be essential for bench-
marking closed-source LLMs like ChatGPT, it is
crucial for fine-tuning less capable models. The
testing set covering 99 diseases, thoroughly anno-
tated, serves as the primary resource for evaluating
LLMs’ medical coaching performance. Detailed
statistics of this set are provided in Table 3, high-
lighting the distribution of conversations, doctor
and patient statements, the numbers of condition,
medication, and treatment miscommunication er-
rors, and the categorization of cases into detection,
correction, and non-linguistic advice. Notice that
“Nonlingual cases” in Table 3. corresponds to non-
linguistic advice expected from the Coach Agent
when no direct medical terminology errors occur
in the doctor’s statement. In such scenarios, the
coach might provide encouragement, further med-
ical insights, or advice to progress the diagnostic
procedure or maintain the dialogue’s flow.

6 Experiments

We assess the medical coaching capabilities of both
an open-sourced LLM and a close-sourced LLM
using the proposed ChatCoach frameworks on two
tasks specified in Sec. 5, namely detection and



Method Detection Correction
BLEU-2 Rouge-L BERTScore BLEU-2 Rouge-L BERTScore

Training-based

Instruction-Tuning 39.8 3.0 77.8 4.0 1.7 59.7

Prompting-based

Instruction Prompting 27.4 3.3 67.6 1.4 2.1 61.6
Vanilla CoT 17.7 2.7 64.1 0.1 2.3 58.1
Zero-shot CoT 27.6 1.9 69.0 3.0 0.9 58.8
GCoT (Ours) 34.2 3.7 72.4 1.6 2.0 65.4

Human 76.6 6.0 90.5 33.5 3.6 84.1

Table 4: Performance comparison of various methods on the detection and correction of medical terminology errors.

correction of misuse of the medical terminology.
The generated coach feedbacks are evaluated based
on both automatic and human evaluation metrics.

6.1 Experiment Setup
Baselines We investigate the following methods
for addressing our problem settings:

• Vanilla Instruction Prompting: A method
where the LLM is prompted with direct in-
structions for dialogue generation without fur-
ther context.

• Zero-shot Chain of Thought (CoT) (Kojima
et al., 2022): A simple CoT approach where
the LLM is prompted with instructions for
dialogue generation, being asked to generate
a reasoning chain step by step.

• Vanilla Chain of Thought (Wei et al., 2022a):
An extension of CoT where the model is given
a few examples involving the corresponding
reasoning path.

• Instruction Tuning (Longpre et al., 2023): A
training-based method that includes instruc-
tions to the training input-output pairs for fine-
tuning LLMs.

Evaluation Metrics For the quantitative study,
since both detection and correction tasks belong to
natural language generation, we employ conven-
tional metrics, including BLEU-2, ROUGE-L, and
BERTScore. BLEU-2 measures the precision of
bi-gram overlaps, offering insights into the lexical
accuracy of the generated text against reference an-
swers. ROUGE-L assesses sentence-level similar-
ity, focusing on the longest common subsequence

to evaluate structural coherence. BERTScore is
used for a semantic similarity assessment, utiliz-
ing BERT embeddings to compare the generated
outputs and reference texts on a deeper semantic
level.

The generated feedback from Coach Agents
comprises open-ended natural language text. We
adopt GPT-4 to extract the medical terminology
errors and the corresponding corrections from the
Coach Agents’ feedback, then calculate the auto-
mated metrics based on the extracted information
against human annotations. To further validate
whether the automatic metrics-based on our anno-
tated reference answers align with the the actual
quality of model predictions, we conduct additional
human evaluation.

Implementation Details We adopt ‘gpt-3.5-
turbo’ for all our prompting-based methods. The
prompts for all experiments are detailed in the Ap-
pendix. For instruction-tuning, we adopt QLORA
(Longpre et al., 2023) to fine-tune a variant of
Llama2, named Chinese_Alpaca2_LORA_13B, us-
ing 4*A40 GPUs for approximately 9 hours, with
a batch size of 64, a learning rate of 2× 10−4, and
a maximum of 1000 training steps. ( See Appendix
for prompts of our baseline approaches.)

6.2 Results

We present the performance of various methods
in Table 4, focusing on the detection and correc-
tion of medical terminology errors. The apparent
gap between machine-generated results and human
benchmarks in all evaluated metrics signals the in-
herent challenges within communicative medical
coaching.



Error Category Zero-shot CoT GCoT

Overly Divergent Advice 7.14 0.79
Excessive Coaching 5.56 3.97
Limited Medical Knowledge 5.56 1.59
Role Mismatch 1.59 0.00

Table 5: Error rate (%) comparison between zero-shot CoT and GCoT (ours).

Detection of Medical Terminology Misuse In
terms of the detection task, the results demon-
strate GCoT’s effectiveness in identifying medi-
cal terminology errors, with our method achiev-
ing competitive scores in BLEU-2 (34.2), Rouge-L
(3.7), and BERTScore (72.4) metrics. Despite the
Instruction-tuning method’s higher scores in some
metrics, GCoT’s performance stands out among
other prompting methods, indicating its effective-
ness without the need for additional fine-tuning.

Correction of Medical Terminology Misuse In
the correction task, although Instruction-Tuning
continues to lead in performance with a BLEU-2
score of 4.0, the gap narrows, indicating the in-
trinsic challenge associated with generating con-
textually accurate corrections. When evaluating
with the BERTScore, GCoT showcases its strength
with a notable BERTScore of 65.4, surpassing both
the prompting-based method and the training-based
method. This discrepancy indicates that Instruction-
Tuning, despite its effectiveness in generating re-
sponses that structurally follow given response pat-
terns, may not fully capture the semantic nuances
required for the diverse range of correct responses.
This might be due to the method’s tendency to over-
fit to the examples within the training dataset, limit-
ing its ability to generalize to the varied corrections
encountered in the test set.

Human Evaluation To validate the previously
observed results, we conducted a human evalua-
tion. We randomly selected 10% (126 instances) of
Testing set for this purpose. Feedback generated by
both Baseline Zero-shot CoT and our GCoT was
reviewed by two participants, who were asked to
rate each piece of feedback on a scale from 1 to
4, with respect to constructiveness, clarity, knowl-
edgeability, and overall quality. Table 6 shows
the average scores for each criterion. The results
clearly indicate that our proposed approach, GCoT,
significantly outperforms the baseline Zero-shot
CoT, particularly in terms of clarity and construc-
tiveness. This underscores GCoT’s effectiveness in

producing structured feedback that is easily under-
standable for users.

Metric CoT GCoT (ours)

Constructiveness 2.41 2.68
Clarity 2.15 3.10
Knowledgeability 2.35 2.39
Overall 2.21 2.52

Table 6: Human evaluation of coach feedback generated
by GCoT and Zero-shot CoT.

Error Analysis To delve deeper into the sources
of errors within Zero-shot CoT and GCoT imple-
mentations, we annotated all instances involved in
the human evaluation, categorizing them into four
distinct classes:

• Overly Divergent Advice: Feedback that is
too wide-ranging, long, or off-topic, reducing
its effectiveness.

• Excessive Coaching: Feedback inappropri-
ately critiques suitable responses for lacking
professional jargon.

• Limited Medical Knowledge: Errors due to
insufficient use or understanding of the medi-
cal knowledge database.

• Role Mismatch: Instances where feedback
shifts from a coach’s to a doctor’s perspective,
misaligning with the intended advisory role.

As demonstrated in Table 5, the comparison be-
tween Zero-shot CoT and GCoT reveals significant
improvements across all error categories with our
GCoT approach. Notably, GCoT dramatically re-
duces the incidence of overly divergent advice from
7.14% to a mere 0.79%. Similarly, errors catego-
rized under Limited Medical Knowledge dropped
from 5.56% to 1.59%. These results underscore
GCoT’s capability to generate more targeted and
organized feedback while effectively utilizing ex-
ternal medical knowledge.



病⼈：疹⼦已经变淡了。变⼲了。
医⽣：⽪肤真菌病。建议到当地正规医院做完整的⾝体⽪
肤检查 (ML)，效果好，然后配合克霉唑外⽤。

Patient: The rash has faded and dried up.
Doctor: It's a fungal infection of the skin. I recommend a 
complete skin examination at a reputable local hospital (ML), 
which is effective, and then to use clotrimazole topically.

Patient-Doctor Conversation 

教练：医⽣，您的建议是合理的。建议确保患者进⾏完整的⾝体⽪
肤检查，以明确诊断⽪肤真菌病，并选择合适的治疗⽅案。克霉唑
外⽤是⼀种适当的治疗选择，希望患者能积极配合治疗，以促进康
复。确保患者在治疗过程中遵循医嘱，并随访复诊。 

Coach: Doctor, your recommendation is reasonable. It's advised to 
ensure that the patient undergoes a complete skin examination to 
accurately diagnose the fungal infection and choose the appropriate 
treatment plan. Topical clotrimazole is a suitable treatment option, and 
it's hoped that the patient will actively cooperate with the treatment to 
facilitate recovery. Ensure the patient follows medical advice during 
treatment and returns for follow-up visits.

教练：医⽣，根据病情资料和医学背景，您使⽤的术语“真
菌病”并不⼗分准确。根据病情描述，病⼈可能患有玫瑰糠
疹，这是⼀种⽪疹性疾病。

Coach: Doctor, based on the medical information and
background, the term "fungal infection" you used is not
entirely accurate. Given the description of the condition, the
patient may have pityriasis rosea, which is a rash-like disease.

GCoT (ours) 
Coach Feedback

Coach Feedback

教练:根据提供的医学背景，医⽣的陈述与医学背景有⼀些不符。⾸
先，医⽣的诊断为⽪肤真菌病，但根据提供的医学背景，没有明确
提到⽪肤真菌感染的症状或体征。其次，医⽣没有提到任何关于玫
瑰糠疹的信息，⽽根据提供的医学背景，患者可能患有玫瑰糠疹, …,
治疗⽅案应该根据确切的诊断和患者的个体情况进⾏定制。

Coach: According to the provided medical background, there are some 
discrepancies in the doctor's statements. Firstly, the diagnosis was a 
fungal skin infection, but based on the medical background provided, 
symptoms or signs of a fungal skin infection were not explicitly 
mentioned. Secondly, there was no mention of pityriasis rosea, although, 
based on the medical background provided, the patient could potentially 
have this condition, …, Treatment plans should be customized according 
to the precise diagnosis and the individual circumstances of the patient.

Coach Feedback
Zero-shot CoT

Vanilla CoT

Figure 2: Example of coach feedback generated by various approaches. Vanilla CoT fails to identify errors in
medical terminology, possibly due to lacking integration with external knowledge. While thorough, Zero-shot
CoT generates overly verbose feedback unsuited for real-time application. In contrast, GCoT identifies errors
effectively and provides concise and well-structured feedback, demonstrating superior integration of external
medical knowledge for practical real-time coaching.

Case Study Figure 3 showcases an example
of coach feedback generated by both baseline
prompting methods and our Generalized Chain-
of-Thought (GCoT) approach for comparison. In
this case, we observe that Vanilla CoT is unable
to detect errors in medical terminology, possibly
due to its inadequate utilization of external medi-
cal knowledge. Zero-shot CoT, on the other hand,
produces feedback that is lengthy and circuitous,
making it less suitable for the immediacy required
in real-time coaching environments. In stark con-
trast, the example illustrates how GCoT provides
feedback that is notably more organized and pre-
cise, demonstrating its enhanced ability to integrate
external medical knowledge sources effectively.

7 Conclusion

This work introduces ChatCoach, a new human-AI
cooperative framework for communicative medical
coaching. At the core of our approach is the Gen-
eralized Chain-of-Thought (GCoT), a strategy that
significantly improves feedback structuring and the
integration of external knowledge. We developed
the first benchmark dataset designed to evaluate the
medical coaching capabilities of Large Language
Models (LLMs) within the ChatCoach framework.
Through a series of automatic and human evalua-
tions, we demonstrate ChatCoach’s effectiveness
in tackling two key tasks in communicative medi-

cal coaching, showcasing its potential to enhance
medical education through AI.

Limitations

Despite the advancements made by ChatCoach
and the Generalized Chain-of-Thought (GCoT)
approach, limitations persist that require further
exploration and enhancement. Specifically, our
error analysis reveals that GCoT still faces chal-
lenges with excessive coaching, where the system
may critique acceptable responses for not using
professional jargon. This indicates a need for re-
finement in distinguishing between instances that
genuinely require correction. Addressing this is-
sue involves developing an additional component
within GCoT that accurately identifies when coach
intervention is necessary, thereby reducing unwar-
ranted critiques and enhancing the relevance and
precision of the feedback provided.
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A A Failed Example of Coach Feedback

B Prompts of Our Baseline Approaches

In this section, we present the prompts used for
each baseline approach: Instruction Prompting (see
Table 7), Vanilla Chain-of-Thought (see Table 8),
and Zero-shot Chain-of-Thought (see Table 9).



病⼈：请问哪能注射治疗啊。
医⽣：你可以问问其他医院，我不太清楚。

Patient: Can I get an injection for treatment?
Doctor: You might want to ask other
hospitals; I'm not too sure.

Patient-Doctor Conversation 

教练：医⽣，您提到不太清楚，建议患者可以咨询其他医院。对于⾎管瘤这⼀较为特殊的
情况，建议您在⽇常实践中进⼀步学习和了解，以提供更专业和权威的诊断和治疗建议。
同时，⿎励病⼈可以在确诊和治疗⽅⾯咨询其他医院，以获得更多专业的建议和帮助
Coach: Doctor, you mentioned that you're not too sure and suggested that the 
patient could consult other hospitals. For the case of hemangiomas, which is quite 
specific, it's recommended that you further your learning and understanding in your 
daily practice to offer more professional and authoritative diagnosis and treatment 
advice. Meanwhile, encourage the patient to consult other hospitals for diagnosis 
and treatment options to gain more professional advice and assistance

教练：对于提到的医⽣的陈述“你可以问问其他医院，我不太清楚。”，在提供的医学背景
下，这种回答似乎不符合专业医⽣的态度。在⾯对患者的问题时，医⽣应该尽⼒提供专业
建议或者引导患者去寻求专业帮助。因此，我建议医⽣在回答患者时要更加耐⼼和专业，
表达出对患者问题的重视，并提供更加具体的建议或指导。
Coach: Regarding the doctor's statement "You might want to ask other hospitals; I'm
not too sure," this response seems unprofessional given the medical context
provided. When facing patient inquiries, doctors should strive to offer professional
advice or direct the patient to seek professional help. Therefore, I recommend that
doctors be more patient and professional when responding to patients, showing
concern for their questions and providing more specific advice or guidance.

Coach Feedback

Coach Feedback

教练：根据提供的医学背景，医⽣的声明与
医疗背景存在不⼀致。医⽣应该给出更具体
的指导或提供更准确的信息。

Coach: Based on the provided medical
background, there's an inconsistency with
the doctor's statement. The doctor should
offer more specific guidance or provide
more accurate information.

Zero-shot CoT

Vanilla CoT

GCoT(Ours)

Coach Feedback

Figure 3: A failed example of coach feedback from various prompting-based approaches, demonstrating the issue of
excessive coaching.

Vanilla Instruction Prompting

Instruction: As a linguistic coach for a junior doctor, evaluate the doctor’s statement: {doctor’s
statement} against the given medical context: {medical context}. If there are discrepancies, guide
the doctor. If not, provide positive feedback.

Table 7: Instruction prompting for ChatCoach.

Vanilla Chain-of-thought

Instruction: As a linguistic coach for a junior doctor, evaluate the doctor’s statement: {doctor’s
statement} against the given medical context: {medical context}. You should provide your response
based on the following examples of input, thinking steps and output.
Example 1:

Input:
{doctor’s statement for Example 1}
{medical context for Example 1}

Thinking steps:
{thinking steps for Example 1}

Output:
{coach’s feedback for Example 1}

Example 2: {example2}
Example 3: {example3}

Input:
{doctor’s statement}
{medical context}

Table 8: Vanilla CoT for ChatCoach.



Zero-shot Chain-of-thought

Instruction: As a linguistic coach for a junior doctor, evaluate the doctor’s statement: {doctor’s
statement} against the given medical context: {medical context}. If there are discrepancies, guide
the doctor. If not, provide positive feedback.
Please think step by step.

Table 9: Zero-shot CoT for ChatCoach
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